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A B S T R A C T

This paper examines the potential of the bicycle, as an access mode for transit trips, to reduce
spatiotemporal inequalities in job accessibility in the megacity of São Paulo, Brazil. Three tem-
porally dynamic potential job accessibility models are developed, (i) a GTFS-based (General
|Transit Feed Specification) walk-and-ride model, (ii) an integrated GTFS-based bike-and-ride
model that incorporates topography constraints, the availability of dedicated cycling infra-
structure, waiting times at intersections and car traffic levels, and (iii) a car model that accounts
for congestion using TomTom speed profiles. Cluster analysis is then used to analyze the geo-
graphic distribution of the associated improvements. The results show that bike-and-ride has the
potential to substantially increase job accessibility in the different areas of the city, but does not
result in a more equal spatial distribution of job accessibility, as measured by Gini coefficients.
Most of the improvements are centered in middle to high income areas with good accessibility.
Peripheral areas, that tend to be the poorest and have the lowest accessibility by transit, improve
the least. The inclusion of the bicycle is not enough to counteract all of the other forces causing
low job accessibility in these areas.

1. Introduction

The advantages of cycling are well established in the literature and well known to the general public. When compared to other
modes (with the exception of walking) cycling is a low-cost alternative with fewer environmental externalities in terms of emissions
and noise. It also positively impacts the cyclist with the associated health benefits of added fitness. However, cycling also has some
inherent limitations. From a time-space perspective the most obvious one is the more limited spatial range of the bicycle when
compared to motorized modes. Handy et al. (2014) highlight this fact in their review of the subject, noting that many studies on
bicycle commuting have found that longer distances to destinations decrease the likelihood of cycling. This limitation can be
overcome by integrating the bike and public transportation.

Transit can be seen as a means to extend cycling’s speed and spatial reach. Similarly, cycling can help increase the spatial reach of
the transit system, particularly as an access mode during the ‘first mile’. It effectively increases the catchment area of transit stations
beyond the walking radius while potentially reducing the burden for the access segment of a trip while providing the system with
greater flexibility. It has therefore been argued that the integration of these modes should be seen as distinct hybrid mode (Kager
et al., 2016). In the Netherlands, the impacts of the cycling integration has been studied (e.g. Geurs et al., 2016) and bike-and-ride has
been shown to significantly increase the accessibility to jobs while also resulting in a more egalitarian distribution of this transport
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good, as measured by the Gini coefficient (Pritchard et al., 2019). In San Diego, cycling instead of walking during the access/egress
segments of transit trips has also been shown to reduce the modal gap in accessibility to low-wage jobs between the car and transit to
a greater extent than increases in headways or reduction in wait times (Boarnet et al., 2017).

This paper aims to explore the potential of bike-and-ride, wherein the possibility of cycling to transit stations is considered, to
reduce spatiotemporal inequalities in job accessibility in São Paulo. The accessibility by bike-and-ride is compared to the accessibility
provided by the traditional walk-and-ride model (where transit users access and egress the public transportation system as pedes-
trians) and to the accessibility by car.

São Paulo is an interesting case study to analyze the impact of bike-and-ride. It is a highly segregated megacity with a strong
central vs. peripheral dichotomy and an urban morphology of development that results in an unequal distribution of opportunities.
São Paulo is heavily congested, with a large share of private vehicles despite having an extensive (but insufficient) transit system that
includes buses, an underground metro, and heavy rail. However, as can be seen in Fig. 1, the metro service is concentrated in the
center of the municipality and the areas that are served by the faster and higher capacity transit alternatives tend to be the higher
income areas. The transportation supply is a matter of concern in the periphery due to insufficient transit infrastructure, low re-
liability and overcrowding. Formal employment opportunities are highly centralized and lower income residents often live in more

Fig. 1. Metro and Suburban train network in São Paulo with area income levels.
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peripheral areas of the municipality (See Fig. 1). As a result, the public transportation system that provides significantly unequal
accessibility to jobs (Boisjoly et al., 2017) and accessing jobs is often an arduous task, particularly for the poorest segments of society,
due to the lack of integrated land use and transportation planning policies. However, São Paulo has recently made strives to improve
its cycling infrastructure by building more than 400 km of bicycle lanes. While the first bike paths were built in 1980, by 2013 there
were still only 63 km of dedicated cycling infrastructure in the municipality. In the proceeding four years cycling infrastructure was
prioritized and by 2016 the city met its self-imposed goal of 400 km of dedicated infrastructure. This means that cycling solutions
could have a very positive impact on the equitable distribution of accessibility in the city, particularly because walking or cycling to
work is most frequent amongst low-income Brazilians (Sá et al., 2016). The equitable considerations of active travel are further
highlighted by the findings of the latest metropolitan-wide origin-destination (OD) study from 2007. The results show that the
percentage of non-motorized trips was close to 50% for the lowest-income group (earning less than 760 Brazilian Reais1 monthly) and
fell to close to 10% for the highest income group (earning more than 5700 Brazilian Reais2 monthly).

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the accessibility and equity methodologies, with a
particular focus on the modeling technique used for the cycling component and the description of the integrated bike-and-ride model.
Section 3 describes the results of the analysis. First the improvements in job accessibility due to bike-and-ride are presented. This is
followed by a clustering exercise to better understand how these improvements are distributed in the city. The bike-and-ride results
are then compared to the accessibility by car and the Gini coefficient is used to determine the distributional effects. Section 4 presents
the conclusions and discussion.

2. Data, methods and methodology

This section presents firstly, the general accessibility methodology and secondly, the specific methods used to model the cycling
component of the bike-and-ride model. Particular attention is paid to the cycling component due to the challenges associated with
developing a realistic cycling model with limited data availability3. This is followed by a description of the methodology and equity
tools used to analyze the fairness of the results and the impact of the bicycle on the accessibility to jobs in the city.

2.1. Accessibility methodology

Accessibility can be defined and measured in many ways and for a wide array of different opportunities (cf. Geurs and van Wee,
2004; Neutens, 2015; Papa et al., 2015). Here the focus is on potential accessibility to jobs. The model relies on a door-to-door
approach (Salonen and Toivonen, 2013) and follows the general gravitational form initially suggested by Hansen (1959) with job
opportunities being weighted by a negative exponential distance decay function. The formula used is presented in Eq. (1).

Equation (1). Potential accessibility

=A O ei
j

j
t· ij

(1)

Oj is the number of opportunities (jobs) at any location j (any of the 1308 areas of analysis), tij is the travel time between the centroid
of area i (origin/residential location) and the centroid of any area j (destination/employment location) with an associated Oj. e t· ij is
the impedance; a negative exponential distance decay function where the parameter (−0.026) is calibrated using the São Paulo OD
survey (2007).4 The negative exponential distance decay function is chosen because it has a better fit compared to other frequently
used functions such as the power or log logistic. In simple terms, this function weighs the employment opportunities by how long it
takes the potential worker to reach them because the propensity to travel decreases as travel times increase. Thus, by applying greater
weight to opportunities that are closer, potential accessibility defines the likelihood of traveling a certain amount of time or distance
to work. This provides more behaviorally realistic results than cumulative accessibility measures (i.e. contour measures) that assume
all trips within certain time or distance bands are equally accessible.

It should be noted that the decay of the impedance function greatly differs between trip purposes (e.g. commuting, leisure) and
travel modes (e.g. car, public transportation). In the case of São Paulo the best-fitting function for car and transit commuting is the
negative exponential but the alpha parameters differ, reflecting the fact that transit trips tend to take longer. However, a decision was
made to rely on a single overall parameter using all commuting trips, regardless of mode, for this modeling exercise because using
different distance decay functions by mode is should be avoided in comparative analyses of car and transit (See Geurs and Ritsema
van Eck, 2001 for more details). Any equity analysis performed relying on different distance decay functions by mode would be
biased because the transit distance decay function would capture a ‘willingness’ for long(er) commuting trips which is unlikely to
actually be the result of wanting to travel longer but instead be the result of restricted choices (e.g. fewer jobs which can be reached
quickly by transit).

Recently, state-of the art methods have been used to improve the modeling of the temporal dimension accessibility. The resulting
models are often referred to as dynamic accessibility models (Järv et al., 2018) and take advantage of increased computational

1 $390.00 USD.
2 $2928.00 USD.
3 Other methodologies for estimating cycling potential accessibility have been suggested (c.f. Lovelace et al., 2017).
4 The OD survey is conducted every 10 years, but the latest (collected between 2017 and 2018) is not yet available.
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capacity and the emergence of new data sources to capture the dynamic temporality of accessibility. Among the data that has been
used to provide more nuance to this dimension we can highlight detailed estimates of speeds through either the use of speed profiles
(e.g. Moya-Gómez and García-Palomares, 2017), or GTFS (General Transit Feed Specification) data for public transport schedules
(e.g. Widener et al., 2015). The models being presented here build on these existing methods.

Three temporally disaggregated potential job accessibility models (car, bike-and-ride, and walk-and-ride) are estimated using the
same employment dataset and the same distance decay function (see above). They are calculated for all hours of the day, while
maintaining the job opportunities constant in order to assess the temporal variation in the provision of accessibility by the different
modes. The employment data used is establishment-level data from the 2009 Annual Social Information Report (RAIS), which in-
cludes an administrative report filled by all tax registered establishments, modeled together with information on postal addresses and
their corresponding enumeration area code for each municipality from the 2010 National Registry of Addresses (CNEFE) to create a
geo-referenced dataset of jobs in the city. This was not modeled by the authors. For information on how the dataset was created
please refer to García-López and Moreno-Monroy (2016).

The accessibility to jobs by car is estimated in 5-minute intervals and takes into account network geometry, speed limits, free flow
speeds during uncongested times, and speed profiles on real traffic speeds for road segments provided by TomTom® for 2014 (see
Moya-Gómez and Geurs (2018) for more details). The two transit models (walk-and-ride, and bike-and-ride) rely on GTFS data and are
the main backbone of the work being presented here. They are described in-depth in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2.

2.1.1. General transit feed specification data in São Paulo
Using GTFS datasets to conduct temporally disaggregated accessibility analysis is valuable because it allows us to better capture

the intricacies of the transit system. Details such as the frequency of the service, and whether transfers can be made quickly or at all
vary across the day. Having to wait longer at your first stop to begin the first transit leg of your trip, or a longer transfer time due to
being unable to make a connection can significantly impact the length and difficulty of the trip and the associated accessibility to/
from particular areas. Using timetable data from transit operators in GTFS form allows for the detailed modeling of these components
of the total travel time and, in turn, the estimation of more realistic transit models. However, in São Paulo these timetables are often
unrealistic because buses in heavily congested routes are often unable to comply with the published timetables.

To account for this fact, the GTFS-based models have been supplemented with SPTRANS (Municipal Public transportation
Company) in-vehicle GPS readings for bus routes to account for variations due to road congestion5. The tracking database contains a
bus identification, location (latitude and longitude) and timestamp. Using the location data, the tracking points are spatialized and
matched with the coordinates of the bus stops, allowing a more accurate travel time estimation for each bus line (see Tomasiello
et al., 2018 for more details). After updating the stop times, the data is exported to GTFS format and imported to a GIS environment
for network creation and further analysis.

2.1.2. Accessibility by transit and the bike-and-ride model
The estimation of accessibility to jobs by transit requires estimating three separate models: two GTFS models and a unimodal

cycling model. The first GTFS model is the walk-and-ride. It models accessibility by transit with pedestrian access and egress. The
second one models cycling as a first mile access alternative to reach metro and train stations as part of a multimodal transit trip with
pedestrian egress. These two models, along with the unimodal cycling model are then combined. A selection is made for each OD pair
based on an established algorithm presented in Fig. 2 to create the final bike-and-ride model (Pritchard et al., 2019).

This final bike-and-ride model presents a realistic best-case scenario for the integration of the cycling and transit systems. Users can
make unimodal cycling trips to their destinations or when choosing to use transit have the alternative to either walk or cycle to access
the stations. The default option in the algorithm is the walk-and-ride GTFS model. The preliminary bike-and-ride option is chosen if it is
faster than the walk-and-ride, and the unimodal cycling alternative is chosen only if it is faster than both GTFS sub-models.

All the modeled cycling trips (i.e. unimodal trips and first mile access trips in a multimodal trip chain) need to have network
distances of at least 200 m and a maximum duration of 30 min. The decision for this threshold was the result of an analysis of
commuting cycling trips in the Netherlands and confirmed using the limited information available for São Paulo. Using the Dutch
national mobility survey (OViN), aggregated over the years 2010–2014, it was confirmed that individuals behave very differently
while cycling compared to using other modes. 90% of the reported cycling commutes were found to be less than 30 min long. This
falls in line with other research directly related to bike-and-ride. Martens (2004) found that the majority of bike-and-ride users in the
Netherlands, Germany and the UK traveled between 2 and 5 km to transit stops and more recently La Paix Puello and Geurs (2015)
found that in the Randstad area, commuters tend to prefer to cycle between 1 and 3.5 km to stations (5–15 min cycling). Shorter trips
tend to be done on foot and the bus is preferred when traveling further. In São Paulo, the OD survey (2007) includes the bicycle but
the share of cycling trips is very small. The results show that the majority of the recorded cycling trips (> 75%) were less than 30 min.
Additionally, in Rio de Janeiro it was found that as the distance increases it becomes a barrier for bike-and-ride integration (de Souza
et al., 2017). Thus, by limiting our trips to a maximum of 30 min we could ensure that there would not be an overestimation in terms
of how far potential cyclists are willing to travel in São Paulo.

2.1.3. Modeling cycling network speeds
The cycling network used for the modeling comes from the Centro de Estudos da Metrópole (CEM, 2017) and is openly available. It

5 Delays in the rail and metro are not modeled due to a lack of available data.
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includes all dedicated cycling infrastructure in the municipality as of June 2017. This database includes bike lanes (ciclovias e
ciclofaixas) and bike boulevards (ciclorrotas/ciclopassarelas). 75% of the dedicated cycling infrastructure in the city are painted cycling
lanes on existing roads (ciclofaixas). The remaining 25% consist of mostly separated bike lanes (ciclovias). Fully shared spaces be-
tween cars and cyclists after implementing traffic calming measures (ciclorrotas/ciclopassarelas) are a small and almost insignificant
amount of the infrastructure (∼0.2 km). This network is combined with the existing road network, also provided by CEM, to develop
the full network a cyclist could potentially use. Certain road types which are not compatible with cycling are excluded. Namely
highway interchanges, expressways, highways, and high-speed ring roads. The resulting cyclable portion of the network can be found
in Fig. 3.

To generate a realistic cycling model it is necessary to include variable speeds and to avoid relying on a single average for all
segments of the network. Due to a lack cycling speed profiles in Brazil, cycling speeds from the 2016 Dutch Fietstelweek6 (bicycle
count week) are used as input to model the speeds in São Paulo.7 The predicted travel times consider (1) network density, (2) the
hilliness of the network (slopes), (3) the availability of dedicated biking infrastructure, and (4) the waiting time at intersections based
on functional road classes and the associated congestion level (relying on TomTom® speed profile data). Four steps are needed to
model the cycling speeds. These steps will now be described in more detail.

Step 1: Estimating baseline model speeds based on network density

As mentioned earlier, cycling speeds in this study rely on measured cycling speeds in the Netherlands using average speeds per
network segment for the year 2016 (the latest available year). In the Dutch case, preliminary results showed that the speeds are
highly correlated with the road density (measured as the distance between intersections), with higher measured speeds in longer
segments. That is, speed inversely correlates with road density. This is likely due to being able to gain and maintain greater speeds
before having to decelerate when approaching an intersection combined with the associated waiting time and/or reacceleration
period. As a result, network speeds are extrapolated as a function of the length of the segments, using a logistic fit function (with an R
square of 0.9585). The average speeds of the extrapolation are capped at 30 km/h as a maximum and 5 km/h (the average pedestrian
speed) as a minimum.

Step 2: Modelling the impact of slopes on speed

One potential difficulty for the implementation of large-scale cycling solutions in São Paulo is its topography. Step 1 provides an
initial speed for each segment of the network but does not account for the topography of the city. Unlike hilly São Paulo, the
Netherlands is quite flat and most of the cycling network has very low grades. As a result, no clear relationship between the slopes of
the network segments and the segment speed could be identified. This is likely due to several factors including the lack of steep slopes
in most urban areas and the penetration of electric bikes into the market (now accounting for 30% of new bike sales). However, the
number of steep hills in São Paulo means that the topography needs to be considered. Given the absence of a measured relationship
the study relies on existing literature, namely Broach et al. (2012) who studied the route choice of cyclists. They found that cyclists
were willing to accept greater distances to avoid segments with higher slopes. In the current model, the results of Broach et al. (2012)
are incorporated through a factor on the extrapolated speeds generated in step 1.

All the segments in the São Paulo network are categorized into four grade typologies: (1) flat or nearly flat, i.e. segments with
average inclines of less than 2% (Factor 1.00 – no change to predicted speed), (2) slightly inclined, i.e. segments with an average slope
between 2% and 4% (Factor = 0.7294), (3) steep, i.e. those with an average slope between 4% and 6% (Factor = 0.4539) and (4) very
steep segments, i.e. those with an average incline above 6% (factor = 0.2359).

Fig. 2. Bike-and-ride algorithm.
Adapted from Pritchard et al. (2018).

6 Based on 40,000 users participating for one week using a smartphone application.
7 There could be differences between the current cyclists in São Paulo and the average Dutch cyclists.
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Step 3: Modelling preference for cycling infrastructure

In addition to the impacts of slopes it is also important to incorporate rider preferences for different types of network conditions.
Cyclists do not tend to select the shortest paths and have been found to be willing to cycle further to avoid riding with cars. Relying,
once again on Broach et al. (2012), a factor is included to account for rider preferences for separated and/or protected lanes . A 10%
increase in modeled speed is included for ciclorrotas a.k.a. bicycle boulevards (where bikes and cars share the roadway after traffic-
calming measures have been implemented), and a 16% increase in modeled speed for ciclovias (separated bike lanes) and ciclofaixas
(on-road signalized bike lanes).

Step 4: Incorporating waiting time by FRC and congestion levels

The final step is to incorporate waiting times at the intersections in order to improve the model predictions. In the Dutch case
study, preliminary analysis using TomTom® historical speed profile data (grouped into four levels ranging from stop and go traffic to
free flow speed), and information from the 2016 Dutch Bicycle count week (Fietstelweek) which included intersection wait times for

Fig. 3. Cyclable road network in São Paulo.
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bicycle and average cycling segment speeds showed a clear pattern. Unsurprisingly, larger roads tend to have longer average waiting
times at intersections and when accounting for the functional road class (FRC) of the segments (e.g. major, secondary or minor roads),
more congested links have longer waiting times at intersections for cyclists. These waiting times are extrapolated to all intersections
in São Paulo, with the longest waiting time being selected if different congestion levels or FRC types intersect. This waiting time is
added as an impedance.

2.2. Equity methodology

Similarly to the concept of accessibility, equity can be defined and measured in many different ways and the indicators used can
influence the conclusions (e.g. Ramjerdi, 2006; Wee and Geurs, 2011). Recently, several authors have discussed how to measure just
and unjust distributions of accessibility using different social justice principles (e.g. Golub and Martens, 2014; Lucas et al., 2015;
Nahmias-Biran et al., 2017) and Pereira et al. (2016) presented an in-depth critical review of different justice theories and the insights
they provide when applied to transportation. The current work does not focus on the measurement of social justice from a theoretical
perspective but instead analyzes the distributional impacts of accessibility using practical and well-known statistical indicators. The
aim is to examine spatiotemporal differences in potential job accessibility provided by different transportation modes and combi-
nations, i.e. car, walk-and-ride, and bike-and-ride.

To measure the distributional impact of the potential application of the bike-and-ride model for the municipality of São Paulo this
paper relies on the Gini coefficient (Gini, 1936). This egalitarian measure is very common when exploring income inequalities but has
also been previously applied in transport and accessibility studies (e.g. Chiou et al., 2015; Delbosc and Currie, 2011; Guzman and
Oviedo, 2018; Jang et al., 2016; Lucas et al., 2015; Neutens et al., 2010; Pritchard et al., 2019; Stepniak and Goliszek, 2017). We
estimate the Gini coefficient of the accessibility distribution using a graphical Lorenz curve approximation using trapezoidal areas.
We assign zonal values of accessibility to the population, i.e. every resident of zone x with accessibility of y is assumed to have access
to y jobs.

The geographical distribution of the improvements is also explored, and the different areas of the city are clustered to facilitate
the discussion. The goal is to create a typology of areas based on the impact of bike-and-ride. Cluster analysis allows us to auto-
matically identify homogeneous areas based on the selected variables which clarify the discussion of the results by maximizing the
similarities within each cluster and the dissimilarities between clusters. As Anable (2005) explains, one significant advantage is that
cluster analysis reduces the number of units to a manageable number with well-defined characteristics that beyond the initial choice
of the variables, is determined by the data and not the researcher. Clustering analysis has been used often in transportation study to
generate homogenous groups of individuals or households (e.g. Anable, 2005; de Vos et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2009; Pritchard et al.,
2014) and to classify types of areas or neighborhoods (e.g. Kamruzzaman et al., 2014). Here, an iterative k-means cluster analysis of
the areas is performed using population, number of jobs, average income, walk-and-ride accessibility, and increase due to bike-and-ride
accessibility as the clustering variables. The ideal number of clusters is selected based on the minimum VRC -variance ratio criterion
(Caliński and Harabasz, 1974) and alternatives ranging from 2 to 10 distinct clusters are considered.

3. Results

3.1. Improvements in job accessibility by transit: bike-and-ride vs. walk-and-ride

The temporal variation due to the time of the day (Fig. 4) shows that assuming that the distribution and amount of jobs remain
constant, the transit system provides better service during the morning peak under both the walk-and-ride and bike-and-ride models.
Furthermore, the results show that there are significant gains in job accessibility by transit at all times of the day as a result of the
integration of the cycling and transit network integration. The impact of bike-and-ride is particularly high during the late night/early
morning, with potential improvements above 40%. However, as is readily apparent from Fig. 4, despite these improvements the
potential accessibility provided by the car remains much higher (for more details on the comparison to the car please refer to Section
3.3).

A closer look at the average bike-and-ride and walk-and-ride results at 7:00 a.m. (during the peak morning commuting period)
confirms the high centrality of employment opportunities in the city. Furthermore, these results (Fig. 5) highlight the scale of the
increase in accessibility due to bike-and-ride and provide a good example of how the accessibility is spatially distributed. At this time
of the day, the average increase in job accessibility is 24%, with a standard deviation of 17% and a maximum percentage increase of
92%. T-test analysis confirms that the accessibility differences estimated for the bike-and-ride and walk-and-ride models are statisti-
cally significant (p-value < 0.001).8

However, Fig. 6 shows that the increase in job accessibility during the morning peak due to bike-and-ride is very geographically
dispersed. The areas with the largest percentage improvements are located in the western edge of the municipality, but many other
areas in the outer core of the central business district (CBD) also benefit greatly from the cycling integration. In contrast, the
northern, southern, and southeastern periphery show only minimal improvements from the bike-and-ride model. In regard to the
average income of the areas that benefit from this integration, we find that the lowest income quintile areas (p-value = 0.004) and
the highest income quintile areas (p-value < 0.001) both show significant improvement in their accessibility as a result bike-and-ride.

8 Overall reductions in modeled cycling speeds were also explored. Even with a 50% reduction, the improvements remain statistically significant.
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However, the difference was much more significant in the case of the richest neighborhoods. In fact, bike-and-ride accessibility in the
richest areas was significantly different from the results in the poorest areas (p-value < 0.001).

Finally, it should be noted that the areas in the lowest cluster of improvement (< 4.7% – dark red in Fig. 6) included a very high
number of areas in the lowest decile of walk-and-ride accessibility. In the very southern tip, these areas are part of the municipality but
in many ways are not particularly urban, making these results unsurprising. The more troubling results are the northern and eastern
regions which have low potential accessibility under the walk-and-ride model and show little to no improvements with the addition of
the bike-and-ride model despite being much more populous areas.

3.2. Equity analysis using cluster analysis

Beyond the geographical distribution of the improvements, a closer analysis of these areas using a k-means cluster analysis is also
performed (Fig. 7). In it the number of jobs, the population, the walk-and-ride accessibility level, the percentage increase in acces-
sibility due to bike-and-ride and the average income of the areas are considered. The alternative of including the accessibility by car
and the bike-and-ride accessibility as part of the cluster analysis was explored. However, all types of accessibility were highly cor-
related. The walk-and-ride and bike-and-ride showed a significant positive correlation of 0.973, as did the walk-and-ride and car
accessibilities (0.825). As a result, the decision was made to include only one of the accessibility values; opting for the walk-and-ride
accessibility in addition to the percentage improvement due to bike-and-ride due to the focus of the analysis.

Bivariate correlation of the variables shows a significant negative correlation between walk-and-ride accessibility (−0.477) and
population, meaning that the most populous areas tend to have worse accessibility. The correlation between income and accessibility
is also significant at 0.458. Accessibility is found to be significantly correlated to the number of jobs in the areas, but with a relatively
low correlation of 0.293, meaning that although the amount of jobs in specific areas is important, it seems that the concentrated
spatial distribution effects play a larger road. Likewise, population is significantly correlated with income (−0.333), meaning that
more populous areas are more likely to have lower average incomes.

The cluster analysis results in seven distinct clusters which, as can be seen in Fig. 7, are also geographically clustered. These
results highlight that bike-and-ride would benefit the middle income and middle accessibility areas directly outside the CBD (cluster 1
and cluster 4) the most. This is likely due to the high centralized concentration of employment, coupled with the area of service of the
metro system (see Fig. 1) and the spatial constraints of cycling. Areas in cluster 1 tend to have average incomes that are between 8
and 11 times the minimum wage and an average increase in job accessibility by transit of 30% under bike-and-ride. The next most
improved areas could be characterized as very central and highly accessible areas (clusters 2 and 3) with high average incomes of 15
times the minimum wage and many employment opportunities. The very center of the CBD (cluster 5) with the highest concentration
of employment opportunities and the lowest population shows accessibility improvements due to bike-and-ride (21%) that are similar

Fig. 4. Temporal variability of job accessibility by car, walk-and-ride and bike-and-ride in São Paulo.
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to more peripheral areas (cluster 6). Areas in cluster 5 already have access to a large percentage of jobs that are easy enough to reach
without the need for cycling and therefore benefit less than areas in clusters 1, 2, 3, and 4. The most highly populated areas on
average (Cluster 7-red) are also the poorest, with average incomes of only 4 times the minimum wage. They show the lowest average
accessibility improvement due to bike-and-ride (13%). This is less than half the average improvement of clusters 1 and 4 (30%), which
have the highest improvements.

Lower income individuals in São Paulo tend to have much longer average commutes than their high-income counterparts.
Analysis of the OD survey shows that 33% of low-income workers (making ≤ 2 X the minimum wage), who tend to live in more
peripheral areas, travel more than one hour to work, compared to only 7% of higher income workers (making ≥ 5 X the minimum
wage). Bike-and-ride significantly expands the core of the city and provides high levels of accessibility by transit to a larger area, but
these improvements are unlikely to result in a more egalitarian distribution of accessibility. The most peripheral areas are the poorest,
have the lowest accessibility and show the least improvement due to bike-and-ride. The inclusion of the bicycle is not enough to
counteract all of the other forces creating these low-accessibility areas.

3.3. Comparison of potential accessibility: car vs. public transportation (bike-and-ride)

In order to benchmark the level of accessibility being provided under a bike-and-ride model, the accessibility by car is also
calculated (in five-minute intervals across the day in order to accurately incorporate the impact of congestion). During the peak
hours, the average accessibility for all areas of analysis is 85% of the average accessibility during the late night and early morning
hours assuming that the same number of jobs are available, i.e. accounting only for the transportation component of accessibility. The
highest congestion can be found between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. and in the afternoon between 16:00 and 19:00.

Fig. 5. Potential accessibility at 7:00 a.m. (natural breaks based on the bike-and-ride model).
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Additionally, there is an observed reduction in accessibility right before lunch time. The results confirm that the car is the mode that
provides the highest potential accessibility in São Paulo to those who have access to a car. This is not unexpected, but the estimations
highlight how large this gap may actually be. The car outperforms public transportation by several orders of magnitude, even after
integrating the bicycle as a first-mile option or an alternative mode (see Fig. 4).

The best relative outcomes for the accessibility provided by bike-and-ride can be found during the morning peak at 7 a.m. Even
then, only 591 (45%) out of the 1308 areas of analysis can achieve at least 50% of the mean accessibility by car for the municipality
accounting for 17.6% percent of the population (see Fig. 8). Likewise, 11% percent of the population can achieve 60% of the mean
accessibility by car, 6% at least 70% and only 2.9% at least 80%. This is a clear indication that there are large intermodal inequalities
in São Paulo. Despite the congested road network, the population is better served (in terms of accessibility to jobs) by the car than by
any alternative that includes public transportation (even after integrating it with cycling). However, as shown in Fig. 8, the results
under the bike-and-ride model are still much better than the equivalent results in which cycling is not an option (i.e. walk-and-ride).
There are improvements to the accessibility in all the thresholds, with 180,000 more people having at least 10% of the accessibility by
car, and more than 900,000 thousand more having a job accessibility by transit that is at least 50% of the mean accessibility by car,
substantially increasing the percentage of the population from 9.3% with only walk-and-ride to 17.6%.

Fig. 6. Increase in potential accessibility with bike-and-ride.
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3.4. Using the Gini coefficient to measure the equity of the distribution

The results of the distributive analysis relying on the Gini coefficient (Fig. 9) show that during the morning peak (7:00 a.m.) the
bike-and-ride model actually results in a more unequal distribution of potential accessibility (G = 0.30) than the walk-and-ride results
(G = 0.33), although they remain quite similar. We also see that the best distribution can be found for the car (G = 0.17). Here, it is
important to note that the potential accessibility provided by private car can only be achieved by those who can afford to have access
to a car.

The distribution results confirm the results from the rest of the analysis presented in the preceding sections. That is, that there are
statistically significant increases in accessibility under bike-and-ride in the poorest areas, but they are less significant than the im-
provements in the richest areas. Furthermore, low-accessibility areas (which are often also low-income) are also a large share of the
areas with the lowest percentage increases due to bike-and-ride. As a result, the bike-and-ride alternative results in a slightly more
unequal distribution.

4. Conclusions and discussion

The goal of this study was to analyze the potential impacts of bike-and-ride in order to increase the potential job accessibility by
transit in the city of São Paulo and decrease the modal gap that exists between the private car and the rest of the travel modes, namely
public transportation and the bike. The methodology presented here takes advantage of the recent improvements in the availability of
travel time data for accessibility calculations in a middle-income country. It provides network speeds that are variable for all three
modes (cycling, public transportation, and the car) accounting for geographical and temporal components (e.g. time of the day,
schedule-based data for public transportation) that impact the accessibility of areas. The results of the analysis show that the potential
increase in job accessibility with bike-and-ride could be very important, with an average increase of 24% for the different subzones of

Fig. 7. Cluster analysis results and final cluster centers.
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Fig. 8. Accessibility by public transportation as a percentage of the mean accessibility by car.

Fig. 9. Accessibility distribution by mode in São Paulo (Lorenz Curves).
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analysis during the morning peak. However, the accessibility by bike-and-ride would remain well below the accessibility to formal
jobs provided by the private car.

The improvements in accessibility with bike-and-ride are successful in reducing the difference in total potential accessibility
between the car and the rest of the modal alternatives (walking, cycling and public transportation). However, realizing this potential
improvement in accessibility due to the bicycle requires investment in the quality, quantity and safety of the cycling infrastructure.
Key among these improvements are a better integration of the cycling and transit networks, and an increase of safe parking facilities
at stations. Without these conditions it is unlikely that the population at large could reap the benefits.

In terms of the distribution, however, the results of the Gini coefficients show that these improvements do not result in a more
egalitarian distribution of accessibility to jobs. This is due to the very large differences in the strength of these improvements and the
high concentration of formal jobs in the CBD of the city. In fact, the improvements are most impactful in the areas directly outside the
CBD that are still well served by the metro system and tend to be medium to high income areas. The poorest areas, which also tend to
concentrate on the outskirts of the municipality and have much lower accessibility by all modes, show the least amount of im-
provement (albeit still statistically significant) under bike-and-ride.

From a policy perspective the results highlight that although there are significant and positive impacts to all areas of the city, they
are not enough to counteract the land use forces (high central concentration of jobs) and the unequal provision of public trans-
portation, with the metro system not serving much of the municipality. Further investment in transit in low-income and peripheral
areas is necessary if the policy goal is to provide more equal accessibility to jobs. Although transit is essential to enhance accessibility
to jobs it is important to mention that better cycling infrastructure would also be beneficial by providing better access to rail and
metro stations and an alternative to crowded buses. However, any investment in cycling infrastructure and bike-and-ride integration
should be complemented with further investments in extensions and improvements to the public transportation system with a
particular focus on more peripheral areas of the municipality. Additionally, land-use policies focusing on a better distribution of jobs
could also have significant impacts. Furthermore, while the penetration of electric bicycles in São Paulo is still limited, an increase in
the number of electric bikes could amplify the impact of the integration, and the massification of the use of (electric) bike-sharing
schemes as last mile options could enhance it even more. However, given how expensive electric bikes can be, the potential for their
use to access stations is likely to be highly dependent on the availability of highly secure parking facilities.

From a methodological perspective, this study highlights difficulties in data collection, quality, and availability which can act as a
deterrent or complicate performing this type of analysis. The schedule-based GTFS data required enhancements with on-bus GPS
readings to provide more accurate travel times due to the low reliability of the publicly available and posted timetables of the
network operators. Likewise, the lack of any data on cycling speeds in São Paulo resulted in having to rely on Dutch data. While both
of these limitations were dealt with in a successful manner, the lack of data availability also resulted in a key limitation of the study:
boundary effects. An obvious improvement to the study that would have helped reduce these effects would have been to analyze the
results at a metropolitan level, as opposed to limiting the analysis to the municipality. This was not possible due to the lack of GTFS
datasets in the surrounding municipalities. Another obvious next step is relying on locally-collected cycling speed data to further
validate the modeled speeds. At the current stage they have been modeled based on the best available measured data in the
Netherlands. However, it should be noted that the Netherlands has an extensive, high quality, and well-maintained cycling network,
which is likely to have a positive impact on average cycling speeds. In comparison, the current cycling network in São Paulo is much
more precarious and of lower quality. Much of the existing dedicated infrastructure would benefit from a width expansion to allow
for more riders and often have uneven pavement, both of which are likely to have a negative impact on the achievable speeds.
However, the analysis shows that even if the travel times were slower than estimated the impacts would still be statistically sig-
nificant.

Additionally, the current analysis only focuses on formal jobs making the inclusion of informal jobs a clear improvement. The
distribution and access to these informal jobs should be an important component of a thorough equity analysis of the employment
conditions in São Paulo. Other studies have highlighted that a persistent issue within the informal Brazilian sector is that those that
work under these conditions tend to be lower educated individuals. Da Silva Costa (2010), found that more than 40% of informal
workers in Brazil had less than 4 years of schooling, with 30% of these, in turn, falling into a condition of functional analphabetism.
While there was a strong increase in the rate of informality in the 1990 s reaching a rate of more than 50% in the year 2000 (Sabadini
and Nakatani, 2002) the impact of informality in São Paulo has been steadily decreasing and is currently below 10% (IBGE, 2016).
This is a good indication, but without further details on where these individuals are located it could still potentially provide some
inconsistencies in the results. Particularly if these workers and jobs agglomerate in certain areas of the city. Preliminary analysis
relying on sample data for employment from the 2007 OD survey instead of the census data from RAIS was used to compare the
accessibility between formal and informal jobs. The results once again highlight the strength of the city center as an attraction point.
However, while it remains clear that São Paulo is a very monocentric city in terms of employment, when comparing between formal
and informal jobs we can see a slight shift towards the eastern region of the city where there seems to be a greater number of informal
jobs. This tends to point to a different spatial distribution but given the quality of the data no clear conclusions can be drawn without
further analysis relying on higher quality data.

Further research should be directed at analyzing job accessibility using more advanced accessibility measures including com-
petition effects and incorporating a differentiation of workers and job requirements (job matching). Given the concentration of jobs in
São Paulo, this is likely to increase the measured inequalities in job accessibility. Additionally conducting a similar analysis to what
has been presented here but including scenarios and candidate improvements to the transit system, (e.g. new metro or bus rapid
transit lines serving low-income areas coupled with improvements to the cycling infrastructure) would be helpful in identifying areas
of interest and potential configurations of transportation (transit and cycling) infrastructure in order to reduce existing inequalities.
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Furthermore, another interesting direction of research is to better address the social justice dimension of job accessibility. The current
analysis focuses on the distribution of accessibility but analyzing equity using sufficientarian principles would further add to the
discussion. Although operationalization is still a topic for discussion (e.g. see Lucas et al., 2015) a first step towards this type of
analysis is done in the comparison of the car and bike-and-ride accessibility. However, without further information no inferences can
be drawn as to whether an average accessibility by car is sufficient in São Paulo. Given the relationship between transportation and
land use, where a dominant mode influences the distribution of opportunities, using the mean accessibility by car (which provides the
highest accessibility) allows us to glimpse limitations associated with relying on alternative modes in a tangible and simple way.
Finally, complementing the current bike-and-ride analysis with a targeted study of the bike-sharing schemes in São Paulo and their
potential as a last-mile alternative would be very interesting, as well as more spatially-specific analysis of the integration between the
cycling and transit system relying on simulations to eliminate barriers and estimate the specific gains of small interventions.
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